TRUCK SCALE
Steel or Concrete Deck

Toughest
Truck Scales
on Earth®

800-472-6703
www.ricelake.com

Proven SURVIVOR Strength
for Axle Weighing Applications

Easily Sum Axles
with 920i® Software

Rice Lake’s reputable SURVIVOR OTR Axle truck scale is designed
for in-ground, shallow-pit truck axle weighing for applications where
above ground ramps aren’t practical. Built tough with a wide-flange
I-beam construction, the SURVIVOR OTR Axle scale withstands
steady truck traffic and harsh weather conditions with minimized
deflection (vertical flexing), which is a major factor increasing
the life of the weighbridge.

To streamline the axle weighing process, add Rice
Lake’s 920i automated truck kiosk with axle weighing
software to a SURVIVOR OTR Axle scale. The system
effortlessly sums axle weights after each weighment and
provides a total readout. Utilizing automated kiosks,
remote weight displays
and traffic flow equipment
increases truck traffic
efficiency, driver safety
and overall ease of use.

Space Saving Solution
to Ensure On-road Safety

The SURVIVOR OTR Axle scale is built in a shallow pit
to keep the scale deck flush with existing truck traffic.
The pit design means there is no need to build ramps, allowing
minimal disruption to the current traffic flow and a small
scale footprint. The SURVIVOR OTR Axle truck scale is ideal
for warehouses, distribution centers, e-fulfillment centers,
transfer stations and any LTL business that needs to checkweigh
trucks leaving the premises for on-road weight compliance
and fee deterrence.

STANDARD FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Up to 120,000 lb gross weight capacity
75,000 lb capacity load cells and mounts
Compatible with 920i axle weighing software
Shallow pit design for small scale footprint
Available in steel or concrete deck
Non-Legal for Trade checkweighing scale

Complete your scale with the highest quality accessories.
1. HMI Digital Weight Indicators

We offer a complete line of weight indicators, including models that can store up to 1,000 truck
ID numbers and truck tares. Weight indicators are available in a range of enclosures for various
environmental protection levels.

2. Automated Ticketing Kiosk

Our Automated Ticketing Kiosk (ATK) system is ideal for truck identification and ticketing. ATK
systems optimize truck and material flow and increase efficiencies throughout operations.

3. Ticket and Continuous Fanfold Printers

Our high-speed, high-quality printers include performance features such as 180 characters-per-second printing and double-strike power to handle up to five-part multicopy forms.

4. Remote Displays

Featuring a super-bright LED display and a non-glare filtered lens, the SURVIVOR LaserLight®
remote display and M-Series messaging remote display are clearly visible—even in direct sunlight.
The displays’ unique IntelliBright™ feature uses a photo sensor to read ambient light to automatically adjust the displays’ intensity between day and night settings to optimize power usage.

5. Traffic Signals

Rice Lake’s traffic signal housing meets or exceeds ITE specifications. Kits are Intertek/ETL certified
and listed on the ETL certification program. Stainless steel light hardware and a 4.5-inch aluminum
pole hold up to harsh weather conditions. Temperature compensated power supplies ensure long LED
light life.
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